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IUs paper presents a -new proof of Wtncy’s theorem on edge-isomcwphisms of graphs and 
extends Whitney’s theorem to hypergraphs. Whitney’s theorem asserts that any two cdge- 
isomorphic graphs of order at kast 5 have their edge-isomorphism induced by a wxie- 
isomorphistn. Previous ~ISS&S of Gardner and of Berge and Rado are used. 
A hypagraph El= (V, 8) consists of a finite set V of kt& and a finite family ;& 
of ~lalaempty subsets of V called edg4s which satisfy the condition that V is the 
union of the edge. The possibility that two edges we the same set is permitted. 
3% is m&ogOus to multigxaphs in graph theory. For ease of notation we wili 
sometimes denote a hmrgraph. by Ming only *he edges, ~xuitting the node set. If 
the xmximam cardinality of an e.dge is r, we say the hypergraph had rank r. If 
every ed3e has ctiaality a, we say that H is r-uniform. 
Given a hypergraph H= (V, (I&. . . , I&,)), any subftily of the edges, 
(Q . - . 9 E& indwes a pm&d &xzrgmph, i91 the kerminology of Rerge [I], 
(u&Jq,-.., &,#. We sag! a ,hypergraph F= (W, c(F,, . . . , &)) is a mbhy,Ber- 
graph of H if WcV*and there are edges I$,, . . . , 4, of H with fi = W n&,. 
The s-be graph’bf khyper&aph El, denoted L(H), is the graph whose nodes 
are the edges of H with two nodes adjasnt if the corresponding edges meet on a 
set of size s or great&. 
For each hypergraph H = (V, -aP) define a hypergraph H* = (g, Xj with node e 
and edge 2) incident in H* whenever node 2, and edge e are incident in H. We call 
H* the &al hypergraph of H 
In 1932, Whitney [$].proved that if L,(G) = L,(G’) for two graphs G and G’, 
then CS=G’ unless CS and 6’ are the pair K3 and I&. The form which we will 
extend is the following more powerful statement. The proof of Theorem A 
prqseqted here consmcts the three, counterexamples for graphs witi fewer than 5 
rmd!!%._~.. . * 
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P A (Whitney). Len: G and G’ be two simple, connect edge-iwmoqd& 
grap.?~~ with at kast five nodes in each graph. Thefl the edge-isornotphism is induced 
by a node-isomorphism. 
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We find it us&d ~c&t&i&wp~.&e q+peci@p&,qk~ph, %p &, e) F&h~ node 
set cmsists Of the @ pairs of distikt integer {i, j} E {1,2, . . . 9 n} md whose edge 
set (E,, l l l 7 &,I has Ey = #i 8: if i)- 
For example, Su, is the ,mph ,K,, md, X4 and X’ asfe the j 34mifmn and 
4m&m Eqpergraphs in Fig. 1, iu which the hatched areas indkate edges. Nc~re 
that Zn is an (n - l)-unifarm hypergraph and has the exmplete graph & as itl; 
l&e graph. 
Fig. 1. nvQsman hypeJ.rgla~X~. 
&e following definitkms, are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. For each graph 
G = (V, E) det-ine its can&4 hywaph CC(G) = @, V) as the dual hypergraph 
of G. Then I&(G))= G and C(G) has the maximum number of nodes among 
all hypergraphs H for which L,(H)= G.‘ 
r 
G H=Cr(G) 
F’ii 2% Tne canmicai hypergraplt. 
Given a bypergraph H = (V, ~3) and a m& to f: V, we &fine the dupkmion of v 
*to yield th& hype&mph H-W =+(V W {UT, P’), it&em 9’ $: V and $’ is defined by 
aqpnenting each e4lge E amthing u by’the new mde t)‘. 
Given nodes 0 l,. . . , % in V and u$ VP-we define the cmtraction Ofpll,. . . ,1)1, ilo 
0 to mm the identification of these k atics as one m2w node w, thus cxmstig 
the hypeqrapih 
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M/ 1 X’,U’.Y’ ) (W ( x’,u’,i’ 1 I/’ ( X.U,Y $ 
Fig. 3. Illustration of duplication and contraction. 
where for each E E g we define E’E 8’ by 
E, (EW-h,..., I t)k) if t+eE for some i, = E otherwise. 
We say that H=(V,(E,,. . ..E$==8) and H’=(W,(Fl,. ..,F,)=S) are 
isomorphic if there is a bijection 4 : V+ W and a permutation m a! Jl, . . . , m} 
satisfying 
4C@i)=E,(i) (i dl, l l . , mjh 
Further W and H’ are strongly isomorphic, denoted 
HEW’, 
if n is the identity permutation. If n is any permutation of the edges, so that 
I& nql = IKro n%j,I, 
we say that m is an edge-isomorphism. 
Let N=(V,(E,,..., E,,,)) andN’=(W,(FI,..., 17,)) be hypergraphs. We say 
that H and H’ have a G-G’ pair for hypergraphs G and G’, each having k 
edges, if there are sets X E V, YE W and Ic, (1, . . . , m} with III= k such that 
(XnV,(E,fTX:iEI)) and (YnW,(&nY: iEI)) 
are strongly &morphic to G and G’ in any order. 
We are now ready for ,he two main resuks. 
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E. A 
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(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Fig. 4. The exceptional pairs for Whitney’s theorem. 
Finally, since th.e maximum degree of an edge in a triangle is 3, there can be no 
other edges. Cl 
Whitney’s theorem does not extend to hypergraphs in an easy way. The pattern 
of edge-intersections or even the sizes of the intersections of the edges (the 
intersection numbers) do not determine a hypergraph. 
Exampb. For each r, Xr+l and the r-uniform 
W={x}u{+: l~i~r, lsj~r-l}, and S=(:R 
are not isomorphic although all of their s-line 
easily seen by using the map Ei -+ Fi.) Clearly 
using Theorem I.. 
hypergraph T - (W, ZF), where 
= fql,. . . , q,r_l, x), i = 1,. . . , r) 
graphs are isomorphic. (This is 
many other pairs can be found 
Thus knowing the intersection numbers is not a strong enough condition for a 
Whitney-type theorem for hypergraphs. The extension requires knowledge of the 
sizes of the intersections of all sets of 1) or %ewer edges where p depends on the 
rank of the hypergraph. We will base our extenF,ion of Whitney’s theorem on a 
theorem due to Berge a@ _R+io [Z] tihich give& ~a sufscient but ntot necessary 
coMitkm for when two ~yp&$raphs mt: strongly istimorphic:. Our theorem will 
*~vide a n,ec~ary andh&i~pt condition. .+ _I 
The BeqpkRad0 mwk, as y#&l as oun, users .l$e l~cA.Jowiq interesting pairs of 
hypergraphro. \Albile the hyl*phs in e;ach p& k6 iriit isomorphic, the removal 
of a single edge from each kypetgraph 6f a pak r&&s in two hypergraphs which 
are strongly kMxK%ptic. 
-2 ( ;.* 
For each p ~$!kkf@e a pair lof hyperg&,hs &, and 9?+, both of rank 
2p-29 as fdllows. Let P4v’k Mite set of ord& &a& let V={[.IEP(P)T#C 
p rrJ@A 21. Let w = (a!(P) ? &- v, c 
Define 88, = (V, (I&, . l . &J and @, = (Wb (& . . . , DJ) to be the dual 
h>pergraphs of (P, V) andi (P’ W) respectivvely, with Bi being the star of i in \ 
ad D1 being the star of Cn W 
Then a, and s;lap ark tip’-?- uniform hypergrazihs,. with p edges each. For 
t? = 3, & is Ka3 and B3 i% &, ., 
.kge and Rado [2];exitm* WM.ney’s theorem as follows: 
‘lkmawm B (Rerge and ‘itdo). Let H== (V, (El,. . . , E,,,)) and H’ = (W, (Fly 
. . . , FJ) k fwo hypetgraj~*~ for which 
(V;(&: iEI))=(W,(& id)) for all Is{l,. . . , m) 
with III = p - 1. Sfm that H and H’ do not cmtuin a 9Bp - SJp pair. T%en 
Ii= H’. 
They were able to state the following corollary. 
f$ypergraphs arid Whimey ‘s r:heoren; on edge-isomorphisms of graphs 
(ii) 
Fig. 5. (i) Two strongly isomorphic hypergraphs with a 48,- 9, pair. (ii) Two isomorphic but not 
stron& isomorphic hypergraphs with a 586)3-9X pair. 
Theoremi 2. Let H = (V, (El,. . . , &)) and H’ = (W, (E;, . . . , F,)) &e hypergmphs 
with rank r. l%en H = H’ if and only if the forrowing two conditions hold: 
(i) For all subsets I G (1,2, . . . , m) with III = pog,rl 
(4: iEI)s(Fi: &I). 
(ii) For every 3&, - Sp pair,, S@& csnd C2Jp are each subihypergraphs of a sz&hyp- 
graph isonsoqhic to Cl&,+l/Bp+S. 
proaf, If HE H” then every partial hypergraph of H, (6: i E I) for 1~ 
{I 2 , . . . , m} is strongly isomorphic to the corresponding partial hypergraph of H’ 
and so (i) must be true. 
Suppose H and H’ contain a BP --BP pair for some p. Let the edges containing 
the subhypergraphs form the partial hypergraphs G = (4: j E J) and G’ = 
(&jEJ) with J~{1,2,..., m}, IJI = p. For ease of notation, we can relabel 
(Q+J)as(E,,..., Ep) with nodes in edge Ek of G corresponding to the nodes 
of Bk of BP. Similarly relabel G’ as (F,, . . . , F,) with Fk corresponding to Dk of 
%* 
For the moment assume that p ib even. Observe that the degrees (the number 
of edges containing a node) of the nodes of 4cI, are all even and the degrees of the 
nodes of aP are all odd. This is true since the nodes of gPP are precisely the 
nonempty, even cardinality subsets of (1,2,. . . , pj and each such subset I is 
contained in edge Bi if and only if i E I, Hence tie degree of I is !I(. Since the 
~~c~r%rsdeuofG*de~e~eset~={i: oEE~}.WewiZlshowthatv-,I, 
is a hijection from the nodes of G* to !P({l,. . . , p})- 4. Node v is part of the Sp 
subhypeqpq& or part c;lf the ap subhypergraph and so cor,,czqonds to some set 
E{l,.... p), Since the subhypergrapbl isomorphic to 0, contains all p edges, we 
must have 1;, = I, Ther&xe {I& v is :a node of G*} co&ins all the- ncnempty 
subsets of {1,2, . . . , p& F&her, given two d&t&t nodes ti and w of G*, I, f I,. 
tir if & = &,, then &IV@ ne pf one edge of G* correspond tc, L single PA&C in Sep 
or in BP But @en this edge of G* will not have enough nodes for the 
iz3omxphisms into $I#; and31p. 
TO f&&h the proof -of %k necessity ti (ii) define 4 : Ufmr ET + Urzl & where 
(41: iE0, . . ..p})aretheedgesof sp:p+1: 
4(u) = 
1 
&sJ~p+a) if lrulf(p+l)n=Q 
r;, Oth&k?. 
This is the needed bijection.~By the previous pmgraph it is one-to-one and onto. 
It is clear that 
a$(ifg=s, (i=l,...,p). 
Conversely stqq.x~ that conditions (i) and (ii) hold. We will show that HE H’. 
Let (IOgtll=p-t. First we show that for every Ic{l, ,..,m) witi ifl=~, 
46: &I)=@: i~f). Suppose not. By Theorem B, they must contain a BP-BP 
&r siaoe c&d&ion (i) aqplil&y$& (I$: ‘i e I) ad ‘(I$ i E I) as weU JB Hand H’. By 
0nditldi (Z) these s&e ‘&&$s 4$onitain a@i?&13~+l)- (9$,,IB,;,) pair, using all 
‘d- -’ ~xxsi&k nodes in each edge. , 
nws tkk +v, pa@1 hype&q&s on p edges arc sfm@y #somorphic. 
N&v ‘appiy ‘I’heorcm j$ u&&o~,~kion (8) of th5s theorem and we see that if 
there is B gPp+l- Sr,+I &ir; there must be a A?p,@P+,., subhypergraph. But then 
r a 2”’ must hold. Xhus H=H’. C3 2 
BJme tit, for su@cierxy, condition (ii) was only us& far p = Doer1 + I and to 
4z&&lde that no @+fs 3&.1- pair &sted.Thus we have the foUowingcoroUa.ry. 
0) For all subsets ic(1,2, . . e , m) with III = p - 1, 
(E,: iEIjE(Fi: id). 
For eoery BP -BP pair, %& and S$, are each subhypergraphs of a subhyper- 
ismorp& io Se,+J&+,. 
7&e hypergraphs H and H’ do not contain a CB,+l-9p+~ pair. 
Hypergra&s and Whitney’s theomn on edge-isomorphisms of graphs 
If the ,ranks of H and H’ are strictly less than 2p--1, we get the following 
corollary which includes a stronger version sf Whitney’s theorem A. 
tlbdky 22 Let H = (E,, . . . , &) and H’ = (F,, . . . , F,) be two hypergraphs 
with rank ~2~~‘. Then H = H’ if and only if 
(i) For all Ic(l,2 ,..., m} with IIl=p-I 
(4: iEZ)E(Fi: id). 
(ii) H and H’ do not contain a Sp -BP pair. 
Corollary 2.2 becomes Whitney’s theorem when II= 3. If H and H’ are simple 
graph then h(H) and L,iH’) se empty graphs. Condition (i) is the hypergraph 
de&&ion of edge-isomorphism. 
coronrsuy 2.3. Let H = (V, (El, . . . , E,,,)) a& H’ = (W, (F,, . . . , Fm)) be hyper- 
graphs with rar,k at most 3. Then H = H’ if and only if 
(i) L,(H) = k,(H’) and L*(H) = L,(H’), 
(ii) H and H’ do not contain a Idle3 -& pair. 
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